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MILPARINKA 
TOP TOURIST TOWN SUBMISSION 

PREAMBLE 

Dear Judges, An unusual element to add to such a submission but we 

feel a preamble it is necessary at this time. Like all, COVID-19 has 

caught us by surprise, but in a good way that has led us to minimal 

time with a very small workforce to do this submission. As many flock 

to reachable destinations Outback is gaining opportunity, while we 

have many projects that were funded prior to COVID that we are 

implementing. We are 50% through managing a $5m infrastructure 

project and at the end of recent grant funding projects that were 

opened by the Governor on 23rd April. So, this is not to say that we are 

deserved of more consideration, more so to say this is not our usual 

standard of submission. Thank you for understanding.  

Milparinka Heritage & Tourism Association 

 

 

“Essential for Aussies to visit an iconic part of their own country, we have so much to 

offer. How can anyone compare with overseas if they have never seen Australia.”  

H Dack, NSW.  
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WHO COMES TO MILPARINKA? 

And who do we want to continue coming to Milparinka… 

Target market/s: 

Destination NSW Segmentation:  

- Wanderers 

- Groupies  

- True Travellers 

- Compatriots  

 

Geographics: 

- Regional NSW  

North Coast 

South Coast 

- Sydney  

Hills & North-west 

Sutherland & South-West 

Western Sydney  

- Victoria 

Melbourne  

Regional Victoria  

 

Mindset:  

Want to experience Australia’s backyard and base ourselves somewhere in which 
we can have a week’s worth of day amazing trips and experiences.  

 

Style of Travel: 

All must have their own transport that is either all-wheel or 4-wheel drive.  

They can be campers, campervans or caravanners for the Caravan Park option.  

They can be motel goers to utilise the 2-3 star accommodation in the Albert Hotel  

OR  

They can be 5-star travellers that wish to experience station stays with luxury and 
base themselves at Pincally Station, Milparinka. 
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Competitor profile: 

Alternate Trips  

- Outback Queensland 

- Perth – Sydney drive  

Alternate Activities  

- Renovating home 

- Overseas trip 

 

 

“Spent 5 years doing 5 tours a year out in this beautiful country, never got sick of going 

back.” 

J Munro, VIC  
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TOUR OPTIONS 

Part Day Options in and around 

Milparinka 

OLD MILPARINKA 

Explore the many identified heritage 

sites on the western side of the 

town using our Walking Tour map. 

See the sites where over 50 

buildings existed in the 1800’s that 

now only remnants remain.  

2 hours 

  

 

MT BROWNE 

With prior arrangement a visit to Mt Brown 

Station is a must to understand the story behind what a bustling 

township it was and the cemetery tells the story of the families and 

hardship being had.  

3 hours  
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STURT’S DEPOT 

This important landmark has many 

stories from our Aboriginal ancestors and 

the important role this area played in 

Sturt’s expedition. It involves Poole’s 

Grave site and an excellent walk to the 

top of Sturt’s Cairn.  

4 hours 
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Full Day Options from Milparinka 

CAMERON CORNER 

Travelling along the Hawker Gate road to Waka, you pass through 

station country. You feel like a real stockman as you open and close 

gates to traverse across this landscape. Amazing views as the 

geology of the land in this area changes at 

every turn. Head towards Fort Grey at the 

Tibooburra road and take a walk around 

Lake Pinnaroo. Explore Fort Grey and the 

Wild Deserts observation area before 

heading to Cameron Corner, the place 

where 3 states meet. An amazing lunch at 

Cameron Corner Store will keep you going 

for the rest of the day as you return to 

Milparinka via Tibooburra. 

 

 

TIBOOBURRA 

40 minutes up the road is the quaint community of Tibooburra. A 

full day can be spent exploring the historic town and nearby Mt 

Wood Pastoral Station and Museum (located in Sturt National Park). 

The Tibooburra Court House, NPWS 

Visitors Centre and for those with small 

children the playground is the best in 

the west, with its own skateboard and 

scooter ramp park. Lunch at the 

Family Hotel will not leave you 

hungry. You can even fossick for gold 

in the Tibooburra Common and don’t 

forget the selfies at the famous 

Tibooburra silhouette signs.  
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STATION CRAWL  

Not the train station, but the 

Outback type… prior arrangement 

needed but take in station life 

with the owners of Gumvale 

Station. To get there travel west 

along the Hawker Gate Road, 

turn north onto the Mt Sturt 

Station access road and follow 

through to Gumvale and the 

old Warratta Diggings. After 

exploring the sites continue north to the Cameron 

Corner Road, turn right to Tibooburra and include the items you 

may have missed from your day in Tibooburra earlier.  

 

PACKSADDLE 

By prior arrangement head 

south from Milparinka to 

Pincally Station and then 

Pimpara Lake Station for 

a real taste of station life 

with their tour. Further 

south, visit The Veldt, 

an iconic location that 

most of us may see 

every day on the $20 note! 

Only 20mins onwards is the best country 

hospitality at Packsaddle Roadhouse for a bite to eat and a 

refreshing drink. On the way back, the landscapes of this area are 

also incredible as one side of the road a beautiful freshwater lake 

resides, while on the other (no more than 100m) is a saltwater lake. 

Stop at some of the vantage points along the road to take in the 

views of the open landscape.  
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THE MAP 

 

“The most humbling experience and the most memorable for my kids.... awesome 

awesome experience” 

L Smith, Sydney NSW 

MILPARINKA 

CAMERON CORNER 

TIBOOBURRA

A 

PACKSADDLE 

BROKEN HILL 
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